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Abstract: The generation of energy by conventional systems leads to several environmental issues.
Fuel Cell (FC), being a new renewable energy source, has emerged as one of the promising alternatives
to obtain clean and efficient energy generation. This paper highlights the power quality enhancement
of the grid connected FC through a boost converter and 25 level Cascaded H-Bridge (CHB) Multi-
Level Inverter (MLI) using the classical PID controller. To drive the MLI connected to the grid for
governing the Point of Common Coupling (PCC) voltage between the FC and the grid, two PID
controllers have been utilized. The conventional evolutionary techniques such as Particle Swarm
Optimization (PSO) and Squirrel Search Algorithm (SSA) are implemented to tune the PID controllers
for dynamic operations. To further enhance the convergence speed of computation and precision
of the classical techniques used, an Improved Squirrel Search Algorithm (ISSA) has been proposed
in this work. The grid connected power network considered for study here is designed using
MATLAB/Simulink environment. Moreover, the system is led to various rigorous voltage sag and
swell conditions to test the effectiveness of the proposed controller. A detailed comparison between
the conventional PID, PSO, SSA, and proposed ISSA techniques in voltage profile improvement,
power quality enhancement, and reduced execution time has been featured. The results obtained
highlight the proposed technique’s superiority over the classical methods in terms of improved
dynamic voltage response, enhanced power quality, and reduced harmonics. The power quality
indices are found out using Total Harmonic Distortion (THD) analysis. The values found out are well
within the IEEE-547 indices for the proposed controller, thus justifying its real-time implementation.

Keywords: Fuel Cell (FC); Solid Oxide Fuel Cell (SOFC); Cascaded H-Bridge (CHB); Particle Swarm
Optimization (PSO); Squirrel Search Algorithm (SSA); Improved Squirrel Search Algorithm (ISSA);
Oscillatory Transient; voltage sag; voltage swell; Total Harmonic Distortion (THD)

1. Introduction

Rising energy demand with improved efficiency and reduced hazardous methods of
energy sources are the key aspects of study and research nowadays [1]. The non-renewable
energy resources are obsolete due to high cost, less efficiency and not being environmentally
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friendly compared to renewable energy sources. Further to lower greenhouse gas emissions,
the reduction in fossil fuel is highly required. So for mitigation of the above issues, FC acts
as a promising renewable energy source and plays a vital role in delivering clean energy
and high efficiency [2].

A fuel cell produces electric current directly from a chemical reaction [3]. Here, the
transformation of energy from one form to another is done in one single step for which
the losses are less. There are several types of fuel cells like Polymer Electrolyte Membrane
Fuel Cell (PEMFC), Direct Methanol, Phosphoric Acid, Molten Carbonate, and Solid Oxide
Fuel Cell (SOFC) [4]. This paper uses SOFC as the primary energy source due to its several
advantages over other FCs, such as more combined heat, long-term stability, fuel flexibility,
and comparatively lower cost. However, the major demerit of SOFC is when employed
individually, it cannot compensate the system needs due to its high operating temperature
that leads to a longer start time. To eradicate this problem, a PID controller is added to the
system [5].

A PID controller is a linear controller that reduces the error but cannot mitigate the
non-linearities effectively in the system [6]. For countering this issue, the PID controller
parameters value is dynamically tuned by two classical optimization techniques, PSO [7]
and SSA [8], already reported in the literature to respond to the system’s non-linearity.
However, although the PSO and SSA algorithm dynamically responds to change in the
system’s normal operation, it possesses some disadvantages such as slower convergence
speed and precision. So, to counteract the above issues, an ISSA optimization technique
has been suggested in this research paper [9].

Furthermore, a 25 level CHB MLI is introduced to enhance the system stability by
reducing system harmonics. An MLI gives a low distorted output waveform and limited
voltage stress on the switching devices so that the proper sinusoidal waveform of the
grid is maintained [10]. In this paper, the proposed ISSA-tuned PID controller is used to
enhance MLI switching. The significant advantages of MLI are that it draws current with
low distortion, can be operated at both higher and lower frequency, and selective harmonic
elimination technique along with the multi-level topology. As a result, the THD becomes
low in the output waveform without using any filter circuit [11].

The study proposes the harmonic profile improvement of an SOFC based grid-tied
distributed generation system in MATLAB/Simulink architecture. To reduce system
oscillations, minimize voltage stress on power electronic interfaces, and maintain the grid
output with lesser THD, a 25 level Cascaded H-Bridge inverter has been implemented
instead of a conventional two-level inverter. Two PID controllers have been used to drive
the MLI interfaced with the grid and govern the Point of Common Coupling (PCC) voltage
between the FC and the grid. Furthermore, an ISSA optimization technique has been
proposed in this study to dynamically tune the PID controller parameters to respond
robustly to any deviation in system operation. The efficacy of the proposed controller
has been compared with other conventional techniques through simulation results. It can
be concluded from the characteristics obtained that the ISSA method outperforms the
traditional SSA and PSO method in achieving better system stability, faster system response,
enhanced efficiency, and improved power transfer capability, thus justifying its real-time
application. Figure 1 demonstrates the summary of the entire research methodology
adopted in the present research work.
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Figure 1. Summary of the entire research methodology adopted in the present research work.

The novelty and significant contributions have been highlighted below:

1. Recent evolutionary computational techniques (PSO and SSA) are applied for tuning
the PID control parameters for dynamic operation.

2. Design of an improved evolutionary computational technique (ISSA) for faster con-
vergence speed and better precision.

3. The testing of system power quality indices by calculating THD of the conventional
and proposed technique.

4. Study of power quality improvement and the dynamic response subjected to swell
and sag conditions for the proposed ISSA technique.

5. Use of Solid Oxide Fuel Cell as a distributed generation unit.
6. Two PID controllers are designed to regulate the terminal voltage of the PCC between

the SOFC and the power grid by the pulse width modulation (PWM) technique
driving the 25 level CHB MLI.

The remaining part of this research work is assembled as follows: In Section 2, the com-
plete system undertaken for the study is detailed with modeling and its related equations.
Section 3 presents the structure and the design of the conventional PID controller tuned
by classical PSO and SSA techniques and the proposed Improved SSA control technique.
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Section 4 illustrates the model designed in MATLAB/Simulink environment, numerical
results, and discussions highlighting the effectiveness of the proposed controller over the
other classical techniques in optimally and dynamically tuning the PID control parameters
to enhance the system’s overall transient performance. In Section 5, the conclusion has
been given.

2. Materials

The power system network considered for the study has been depicted in Figure 2.
In addition, the comprehensive modeling of each component of the power system network
undertaken has been described in detail below. The detailed values considered for the
study have been summarized in Appendix A.

Figure 2. Power system network considered for the study.

2.1. SOFC Modelling

A fuel cell is an electrochemical device that converts fuel energy into electrical energy
by oxidizing them. A reaction leads this conversion to occur between an oxidant and the
fuel [12]. Currently, five types of fuel cells are present, which are as follows: (i) Alkaline
(AFC), (ii) Phosphoric Acid (PAFC), (iii) Proton Exchange Membrane (PEMFC), (iv) Molten
Carbonate (MCFC) and (v) Solid Oxide (SOFC). Still, SOFC is preferred due to its clean
and best technology and high yielding capacity [13]. For effective and safe operation of the
SOFC system, the following conditions are necessary: (i) operation at nominal conditions
of temperature and pressure, (ii) effective working of all power electronic interfaces with
the control units, (iii) proper ambient operation of the thermal and kinetic activities of the
feeding system, (iv) a voltage boost system for AC implementation of SOFC is required
before converting it to 230 V, 50Hz, AC, (v) electrodes should not contain gas diffused
resistances, (vi) right choice of electrolyte to be ensured for proper passage of ions in
between the cathode and the anode and vii) purification of the fuel used by a reformer.
A simpler model of a SOFC is designed as depicted in Figure 3 using a voltage source
‘V0’, dependent voltage sources ‘ f V0(I, T)’ and ‘Vact’, capacitor ‘C’ and resistors ‘Ra’, ‘Rc’
and ‘R0’.

The fuel cell voltage at the output end can be formulated as in (1) [12]:

U = V −V1 −V2 −V3 (1)

where ‘U’ is the output end voltage, ‘V’ represents the open-circuit voltage, ‘V1’ illustrates
the activation voltage across ‘Ra’, ‘V2’ denotes the concentration voltage across ‘Rc’ and
‘V3’ depicts the drop across the resistor ‘R0’.
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Figure 3. Dynamic model of a SOFC.

Here, the Nernst equation is used to calculate the open-circuit voltage as depicted in
(2) [12]:

V = N

[
V0 +

RT
2F

ln

(
PH2(PO2)

0.5

PH2O

)]
(2)

where ‘N’ depicts the total number of cells, ‘R’ represents the universal gas constant
(JK/kmol), ‘T’ designates the temperature of the cell in Kelvin, ‘V0’ represents the reversed
cell voltage, ‘PH2’, ‘P02’ and ‘PH2O’ symbolizes the mole fraction value of ‘H2’, ‘O2’ and
‘H2O’, respectively.

Activation voltage led by the cell current and the hydrogen moles can be written as in
(3) [12]:

V1 = −A ∗ ln(i) (3)

where value ‘A’ is decided by the cell type used, and ‘i’ is the current flowing through
the cell.

Here, concentration voltage can be excluded due to the constant flow of H2 and O2
and the operation in the linear region.

The voltage across the resistor ‘R0’ can be expressed as in (4) [12]:

V3 = i ∗ R0 (4)

2.2. Modelling of Boost Converter

It is a DC-DC power converter that steps up the output voltage concerning its input
side. It works on a PWM signal that controls the switch’s switching state and leads to
different operations inside the converter [14]. Among all DC-DC types of converters, this
converter procures a low to medium efficiency range [14]. The basic model of a boost
converter can be designed by a voltage source ‘VS’ as an input, an inductor ‘L’, a diode
‘D’, a switch ‘S’ and a capacitor ‘C’ as shown in Figure 4. During the switch-on state, the
inductor gets charged and dissipates its energy along with the source voltage, and the
switch is turned off to provide an increased voltage at the output end. Thus, the output
voltage can be expressed in terms of the input voltage and the duty cycle ‘T’ as depicted in
(5) [14]:

V0 =

(
1

1− T

)
∗VS (5)

Figure 4. Boost Converter.
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2.3. Modelling of Multi-Level Inverter (MLI)

An MLI is a power electronic component that uses many low-level DC voltages in the
input to provide output alternating voltage as per requirement. It helps to provide a cost-
effective solution for managing energy in medium and high voltage power networks [15].
In addition, it possesses many other advantages, such as (1) reducing the THD by making
an increase in the voltage waveform; (2) switching frequency for the PWM operation can
be reduced, and (3) can generate high voltages by using power electronic components
of low rating [16]. Broadly the MLIs can be divided into three types based on switch
arrangement and phase angle between them [17,18]: (1) Cascaded H-Bridge (CHB) MLI;
(2) Diode Clamped (D-C) MLI, and (3) Flying Capacitor (F-C) MLI. However, the CHB MLI
is more promising in comparison to others because (1) it features a high modularity degree;
(2) diode or capacitor is not required for clamping; (3) can provide equal voltage level with
the use of a reduced number of switches; (4) low losses and stress on the device due to less
use of power electronic equipment’s and (5) helps to yield better THD. As the CHB based
MLI acquires more advantage over others, this paper implements a 25 level CHB MLI to
reduce the harmonics and enhance the system’s stability under study. Figure 5 represents
the 25 levels CHB MLI output voltage waveform of SOFC.

Figure 5. 25 Level Cascaded H-Bridge Multi-Level Inverter Output Voltage waveform of SOFC.

3. Methods

Figure 6 depicts the block diagram representation of the proposed controller. The DC
output voltage and current of the SOFC are denoted as VFC and IFC, respectively. The three-
phase output voltage of the inverter at the PCC is represented as VPCC. Vre f is taken as the
reference voltage (assumed to be 1 p.u.) and is compared to the VPCC. The PID Controller 1
is stimulated by using the error signal ev which is the difference in voltages between the
reference and PCC. Similarly, the difference in current between the DC output current of
the SOFC (IFC) and the reference output current at the rated SOFC power (Ire f ) denoted as
ei is used to stimulate the PID Controller 2. The gate signal of the MLI is derived by the
sum of the output of the PID Controller 1 and PID Controller 2 to regulate the PCC voltage
at various operating conditions.
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Figure 6. Block Diagram Representation of the proposed controller.

The controller parameters of the two PID Controllers, as shown in Figure 6, are
dynamically tuned by the conventional (PSO and SSA) techniques and the proposed ISSA
technique to reduce the error signal ev with Integral Square Error (ISE) based performance
index as given in the equation below for various voltage sag and swell conditions.

The objective function OF is designed as given in (6):

OF =
1
t

t∫
0

(ev(t)
2)dt (6)

The objective function OF is a function of the six control parameters of the two PID
controllers (Kp1, Ki1, Kd1, Kp2, Ki2 and Kd2).

3.1. Conventional PID Controller

It is one of the simplest and most linear controllers with three control parameters
proportional (P), integration (I), and derivative (D). The three parameters are denoted
as kp, ki and kd which has decreased the rise time, lowered the steady-state error, and
reduced the peak overshoot, thus enhancing the transient response and making the system
stable. The parameters of the P, I, and D are dependent on each other [19]. However, the
major drawback is that it is linear hence fails to respond dynamically to any change in
electrical grid network parameters or non-linearities. The mathematical equation of the PID
controller in the time domain and the corresponding transfer function can be represented
in (7) and (8), respectively [19].

c(t) = kp e(t) + ki

∫ t

0
e(T) + kd

de(t)
dt

(7)

C(s) = kp +
ki
s
+ kds =

kds2 + kps + ki

s
(8)

3.2. Squirrel Search Algorithm (SSA)

SSA is based on the exploring behavior of the southern flying squirrels, discovered in
Dry forests of Asia and Europe [20]. The squirrels have an ability well known as ‘gliding’
which they use for their mobility. They change their positions in search of food sources for
their daily needs, and the diet they get is from acorn nuts. The presence of predators makes
it quite challenging to fulfill their needs, especially in winter because of leaf losses [21].
It makes the squirrels less active in winter. So, they keep searching for an optimal food
source that can be stored during winter, such as hickory nuts. After winter is over, the
squirrels become more energetic than earlier and again locomote searching for their food.
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This life cycle of the squirrels continues throughout their lifetime. The entire process of the
SSA is described using a flowchart in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Flowchart of Squirrel Search Algorithm.

Few presumptions are considered for the execution of SSA:

a. There is x number of flying squirrels, and each squirrel is to be present on each tree.
b. There are three types of trees: a hickory tree, a normal tree, and an oak tree, in

which there is a single hickory tree and a triplet of oak trees.
c. All flying squirrels seek food sources and desirably use them [22].

Execution of SSA:
1. Initiation of Parameters: Initiating all the constants such as population size (x), the

maximum number of iteration (T), and lower and upper bounds (FSL and FSU). Randomly
allocating the positions of each flying squirrel according to (9) [20].

FSi = FSL + rand(1, D) ∗ (FSU − FSL) (9)

where ‘D’ is the dimension of the space, i = 1, 2, . . . , x.
2. Fitness Analysis and Grouping: The position of the flying squirrels is determined

by the values calculated through the fitness function [23]. After the positions are arranged
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in ascending order, the position of squirrels are grouped into three types: one at the hickory
tree (FSht), oak tree (FSat) and normal tree (FSnt).

3. Upgrading of Positions: Three types of cases may occur:
Case 1- Flying squirrels on the acorn tree tend to move toward the hickory tree in the

absence of predators. So, the new position can be induced using (10) [20].

FSt+1
at =

{
FSt

at + dg ∗ Gc ∗
(

FSt
ht − FSt

at
)
, r1 > Pdp

Random position, otherwise
(10)

where ‘Gc’ is the gliding constant valued 1.9, ‘r1’ is an arbitrary number within the interval
[0, 1] and ‘Pdp’ is predator’s existence probability having a constant value of 0.1 and ‘dg’ is
the gliding distance which can be calculated using (11) [21].

dg =
hg

tan ϕ ∗ s f
(11)

where ‘hg’ is the gliding height having a constant value equals 8, ‘s f ’ is the scaling factor
valued 18, ‘tan(ϕ)’ represents the gliding angle which can be calculated using (12) [21].

tan ϕ =
D
L

(12)

where ‘D’ and ‘L’ denote the drag force and the lift force severally, which can be calculated
using (13) and (14) [22].

D =
1

2ρV2SCD
(13)

L =
1

2ρV2SCL
(14)

where ‘V’, ‘S’, ‘ρ’ and ‘CD’ are constants equal to 5.25 ms−1, 154 cm2, 1.204 kgm−3, and
0.6 severally, and ‘CL’ is a random value within the interval [0.675, 1.5].

Case 2- Some flying squirrels on the normal tree tend to move toward acorn trees in
the absence of predators. So, the new position can be induced using (15) [22].

FSt+1
nt =

{
FSt

nt + dg ∗ Gc ∗
(

FSt
at − FSt

nt
)
, r2 > Pdp

Random position, otherwise
(15)

where ‘r2’ is an arbitrary number within the interval [0, 1].
Case 3- Considering that the remaining squirrels on the normal tree had fulfilled their

food needs. They tend to move toward a hickory tree in the absence of predators. So, the
new position can be induced using (16) [21].

FSt+1
nt =

{
FSt

nt + dg ∗ Gc ∗
(

FSt
ht − FSt

nt
)
, r3 > Pdp

Random position, otherwise
(16)

where ‘r3’ is an arbitrary number within the interval [0, 1].
4. Testing of Seasonal Condition: Exploring the behavior of flying squirrels depends

on the season. For this, a seasonal constant is calculated through (17) to predict whether
winter is over or not and is compared to a minimum seasonal constant value calculated
through (18) [20]:

Sc =

√√√√ d

∑
k=1

(FSai,k − FShk)
2 (17)

Smin =
10e− 6

(365)t/(T/2.5)
(18)
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If condition Sc < Smin is satisfied, winter is over, the squirrels that glided to the
hickory tree remain there, and others glided to the acorn tree are reallocated to the new
positions [21]. The new positions can be determined by (19) [21].

FSnew
nt = FSL + levy(n) ∗ (FSU − FSL) (19)

where ‘levy’ distribution is used to inflate the ability of optimization and can be calculated
from (20) [21].

levy(m) = 0.01 ∗ ra ∗ σ

|rb|
1
β

(20)

where ‘β’ is a constant valued 1.5, ‘σ’ can be calculated from (21) [21].

σ =

 Γ(1 + β) ∗ sin
(

πβ
2

)
Γ
(

1+β
2

)
∗ β ∗ 2(

β−1
2 )


1
β

(21)

where Γ(m) = (m− 1)!

3.3. Proposed Improved Squirrel Search Algorithm (ISSA)

ISSA is employed to inflate the ability of the algorithm [24,25], as illustrated in Figure 8.
ISSA mainly describe the tactics through which the reliability and speed of the algorithm
can be escalated:

1. Predator’s Existence Probability: The exploring behavior of the flying squirrels are
influenced due to the existence of predators and which is governed by Pdp. The populace of
flying squirrels is far from their food source, so the range is extensive, thus having a greater
chance of being hunted. Throughout the period, they are near their food source, which
must reduce their chances of being hunted. So, to adapt this tactic the Pdp is calculated
using (22) [25].

Pdp =
(

Pdp_max − Pdp_min

)
∗ (1− t/tmax)

10 + Pdp_min (22)

where ‘Pdp_max’ and ‘Pdp_min’ are the maximum and minimum probability of the predator’s
existence, valued at 0.1 and 0.001 severally.

2. Random Position Induced using Cloud Generator: Satisfying the condition r1,
r2, r3 < Pdp, the squirrels move to a random position, and since they can move to any
position and direction due to discrimination in response by each. This can be described by
a cloud model, and a new position is induced using a cloud model generator as shown in
(23)–(25) [26].

FSt+1
at =

{
FSt

at + dg ∗ Gc ∗
(

FSt
ht − FSt

at
)
, r1 > Pdp

Cx
(

FSt
at, En, He

)
, otherwise

(23)

FSt+1
nt =

{
FSt

nt + dg ∗ Gc ∗
(

FSt
at − FSt

nt
)
, r2 > Pdp

Cx
(

FSt
nt, En, He

)
, otherwise

(24)

FSt+1
nt =

{
FSt

nt + dg ∗ Gc ∗
(

FSt
ht − FSt

nt
)
, r3 > Pdp

Cx
(

FSt
nt, En, He

)
, otherwise

(25)

where ‘He’ equals 0.1* En, and ‘En’ is the search radius of the squirrels, which can be
known using (26) [26].

En = Enmax ∗ (1− t/tmax)
10 (26)

where ‘Enmax’ is the maximum search radius which can be known using (27) [26].

Enmax = (FSU − FSL)/4 (27)
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Figure 8. Flowchart of Improved Squirrel Search Algorithm.
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3. Preferring the Best Position: After the generation of the new position, it may
happen that the old position was better. So, in each iteration, it is a must to compare the
old fitness value of the squirrels with the new one. If the old fitness value is preferable
over the new one, the position of the squirrels will remain unchanged. Otherwise, the new
position will be upgraded. It has been explained in (28) [26].

FSi =

{
FSnew

i , f new
i < f old

i

FSold
i , otherwise

(28)

4. Enhancement of Dimensional Search: In SSA, all dimensions of the flying squirrels
are upgraded together. Since the dimensions are dependable and change in one may affect
the others, it may prevent them from finding the best solution in their own dimensions [26].
Each iteration is followed by a few steps to inflate the dimensional search.

Discover the best squirrel position. First, induce a similar position by changing one of
the dimensional values and the rest keeping the same. Then, compare the fitness value of
the original position with the new one and retain the preferable one.

Separately redo steps (ii.) and (iii.) in further dimensions.
The new induced position can be obtained by (29) [26]:

FSnew
best,j = Cx

(
FSold

best,j, En, He
)

(29)

where j = 1, 2, . . . , x

4. Results and Discussions

This research work proposes an SOFC-based distributed generation system integrated
with power electronics equipment like DC-to-DC boost converter and 25 level CHB MLI
connected to a three-phase grid in the MATLAB/Simulink environment, as illustrated
in Figure 9. To validate and justify the controller action, the system is made prone to
two disturbances, such as Oscillatory Transient (Voltage Sag) and Voltage Swell, for time
t = 0.3 to 0.5 s. Various characteristics of SOFC with the proposed and classical techniques
have been studied, compared, and contrasted. Furthermore, the proposed ISSA method
is compared with the other SSA- and PSO-based optimization techniques. Further, the
effect of reduction in THD has been realized by the MLI in comparison to the conventional
two-level inverter.

Case 1: Oscillatory Transient Fault (Voltage Sag)
An Oscillatory Transient fault (step decrement of 10%, also known as voltage sag)

is applied to the system for time t = 0.3 to 0.5 s. The SOFC voltage characteristics for
various conventional controllers and proposed controllers have been studied and depicted
in Figures 10–14. Figure 10 represents the SOFC voltage during fault time with SOFC-PID,
SOFC-PSO-PID, SOFC-SSA-PID, and SOFC-ISSA-PID, respectively. The figures suggest
that the proposed ISSA-tuned PID preserves the SOFC voltage at nearly its rated value
with enhanced system stability, improved peak time, and rise time compared to the other
traditional controllers such as SSA, PSO, and PID.
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Figure 9. System architecture in Simulink.

Figure 10. SOFC voltage during fault.

Figure 11. PCC voltage at Fault with PID.
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Figure 12. PCC voltage at fault with PSO-tuned PID.

Figure 13. PCC voltage at fault with SSA-tuned PID.

Figure 14. PCC voltage at fault with ISSA-tuned PID.

Case 2: Voltage Swell Fault
A voltage swell fault (step increase of 10%) is applied to the system for t = 0.3 to 0.5 s.

Similar to the earlier case, the SOFC voltage and PCC voltage characteristics have been
analyzed considering the classical and proposed control methods in Figures 15–19, re-
spectively. The results obtained indicate that the proposed ISSA-tuned PID controller
outperforms other techniques in enhancing the maximum spectrum of the voltage of
the MLI, introducing best performance in terms of Integral Time Absolute Error (ITAE),
enhancing dynamic stability.
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Figure 15. SOFC voltage during Swell Fault.

Figure 16. PCC voltage during voltage swell fault with SOFC-PID.

Figure 17. PCC voltage during voltage swell fault with SOFC-PSO-PID.

Figure 18. PCC voltage during voltage swell fault with SOFC-SSA-PID.
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Figure 19. PCC voltage during voltage swell fault with SOFC-ISSA- PID.

Figures 20–23 signify the THD values of the PCC voltage during fault for SOFC-PID,
SOFC-PSO-PID, SOFC-SSA-PID, and proposed SOFC-ISSA-PID with MLI, respectively.
The computed values of THDs are 0.71%, 1.21%, 4.51, and 5.8%, respectively, which signifies
the superiority of the ISSA controller over other controllers in stabilizing the system quicker
by mitigating the harmonics present in the system.

Figure 20. THD of the PCC voltage for ISSA-PID.

Figure 21. THD of the PCC voltage for SSA-PID.
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Figure 22. THD of the PCC voltage for PSO-PID.

Figure 23. THD of the PCC voltage for PID.

Table 1 summarizes the critical contrast of THD values calculated for SOFC voltage
and PCC voltage employing the various controllers and different types of inverters. It can
be concluded that the THD values with the proposed technique and the MLI yield the
minimum THD value in contrast to other conventional controllers and classical inverter.
Table 2 enumerates the statistical comparison of system stability parameters like settling
time, peak time, and rise time for various parameters of the microgrid system. From Table 2,
it can be inferred that the ISSA-based PID controller has minimum peak time, rise time,
and settling time compared to other classical techniques for the SOFc and grid voltage.
Table 3 highlights the relative evaluation of controller gain parameters of different types
of controllers. It is found that the controller gain values are comparatively lower for the
proposed ISSA method compared to SSA- and PSO-based optimization techniques.
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Table 1. THD Values of the System under Different Controllers.

Cases Type of Controllers

Types of Inverter

Multi-Level Inverter Classical Inverter

Control Parameters

VFC VPCC VFC VPCC

1

Proposed ISSA Based PID 0.71 0.95 4.51 6.46

SSA Based PID 1.21 1.52 5.08 7.34

PSO Based PID 2.23 3.14 6.54 8.41

Conventional PID 3.81 4.36 9.17 9.25

2

Proposed ISSA Based PID 0.83 1.0 5.82 6.69

SSA Based PID 1.71 1.88 7.56 7.82

PSO Based PID 2.79 3.22 8.81 8.99

Conventional PID 3.96 4.46 9.19 9.80

Table 2. System Stability Parameters.

Types of
Controller

System Parameters

Voltage of FC Voltage of Grid

Peak Time Rise Time Settling Time Peak Time Rise Time Settling Time

ISSA-PID 1.53 1.2 1.37 2.13 1.9 1.87

SSA-PID 2.38 2.17 2.28 3.73 2.39 2.91

PSO-PID 3.45 2.93 2.86 4.3 3.7 3.51

PID 5.34 5.23 5.16 7.12 6.117 6.11

Table 3. Controller Gain Values.

Controllers
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5. Conclusions

This paper proposes an ISSA optimization technique to enhance power quality and
govern the PCC voltage in-between the SOFC and the grid by optimally scheduling the
gains of the PID controller used for driving the inverter. The proposed technique is
compared with two other conventional optimization techniques, such as PSO and SSA.
The system is led to various changes in operating conditions such as voltage sag and swell
for justifying the performance of the proposed controller. The characteristics obtained prove
that the proposed controller has improved dynamic response during transient conditions
and enhanced overshoot compared to other classical methods. The two PID controllers
driving the MLI optimized by the proposed ISSA optimization technique enhance the
integration of the SOFC with the grid, maintaining the quality of power.

Further, adding a 25 level CHB MLI enhances the system reliability by reducing the
harmonics to a greater extent. A detailed comparison between the conventional two-level
inverter and MLI considering the THD indices has been made. A comparative analysis of
THD values for various optimization techniques has also been presented, and the values
obtained are well within the IEEE-517 constraints.
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The proposed model and the suggested control method technique can be applied to
operate a grid-connected Microgrid system for stability improvement, better system power
transfer capability, enhanced efficiency, and achieving output waveforms with reduced har-
monics. Furthermore, the simulation results obtained validate that the proposed technique
yields improved system control parameters such as improved peak time, rise time, and
settling time compared to other methods, thus justifying its application in a global context.

Some of the possible future research works that can be carried out are as follows:

1. The system can be operated with new reduced switch MLIs for better efficiency.
2. Energy storage units can be added to the system undertaken to compensate for the

power delivered by the SOFC during extremities.
3. A new optimization technique with a better convergence speed can be implemented.
4. Multiple distributed generation systems such as solar, wind, biomass can be incorpo-

rated with SOFC to enhance power delivering capacity.
5. The system can be tested for other faulted conditions for justifying the performance

of the proposed controller.
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Abbreviation

FC Fuel Cell
CHB Cascaded H-Bridge
MLI Multi-Level Inverter
PCC Point of Common Coupling
PSO Particle Swarm Optimization
SSA Squirrel Search Algorithm
ISSA Improved Squirrel Search Algorithm
THD Total Harmonic Distortion
SOFC Solid Oxide Fuel Cell
PSO Particle Swarm Optimization
PEMFC Polymer Electrolyte Membrane Fuel Cell
PWM Pulse Width Modulation
AFC Alkaline Fuel Cell
PAFC Phosphoric Acid Fuel Cell
PEMFC Proton Exchange Membrane Fuel Cell
MCFC Molten Carbonate Fuel Cell
D-C Diode Clamped
F-C Flying Capacitor
ISE Integral Square Error
ITAE Integral Time Absolute Error
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Appendix A

Table A1. System component specifications.

System Components Values

FC Vo = 60, R1 + R2 = 1.4 Ω, R3 = 1.06, C = 1.25 F

Boost L = 0.5 mH, C = 100 µF, Fs = 20 KHz, V0 = 500, Vin = 60 V

MLI IGBTs = 14, Gate Driver Circuit = 11 VOUT = 500 V

Transmission Line Parameters Resistance = 0.01755 Ω, Inductance = 0.8737 × 10−3 H,
Capacitance = 13.33 × 10−9 F

Grid V = 600, X/R = 9, F = 50 Hz

Fault type Values

Oscillatory Transient Capacitance = 2000 × 10−6 F, F = 40 HZ

Swell Resistive Load = 1000 Ω, Capacitance = 2500 × 10−6 F,
Inductance = 5 × 10−3 H
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